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Hakujou Hakushi

Hakujou Hakushi is a player character played by Chris Young.

Hakujou Hakushi

Species: NH-27 Nekovalkyrja
Gender: Female

Age: 8
Height: Height: 162 cm (5’4“)
Weight: Weight: 54 kg (120 lbs)

Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
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Hakujou Hakushi
Occupation: Star Army Medical

Rank: Chui
Current Placement: Awaiting the Eucharis

Physical Characteristics

Height: 162 cm (5’4“)
Mass: 54 kg (120 lbs)
Measurements: 91B (36) - 68W (27) - 96H (38)
Bra Size: B

Build and Skin Color: Average height and build, Hakujou doesn't truly care what one thinks of her
body, since she is more often then not fully dressed in scrubs anyway. Her complexion is fair, and her
skin tone is slightly on the pale side.

Eyes and Facial Features: A sharp angular nose, placed directly between a set of narrow, focused
amber eyes, which are topped with a pair of thin, sharp eyebrows. She almost always has a deranged
smile on her lips.

Ears: Hakujou's ears are somewhat smaller then most normal Nekovalkyrjas and they stick out directly
perpendicular to her head. They generally remain turned down so that the soft coat of silver fur can be
seen.

Hair Color and Style: Long straight silvery white hair, held back with a crimson hair band, her bangs
are pulled back along with her hair, exposing a high forehead, not like she cares any.

Distinguishing Features: Hakujou's only really defining feature is that she's always smiling. Never
frowning or pouting. Regardless of her emotional state, she will have a smile on her lips.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Personality: Hakujou thinks of herself as a forward thinker, she longs to see the
Nekovalkyrja as the perfect living species in the universe, and to that end she will try, with every ounce
of strength and every breath to see that happen.

To just about every other living thing that has met her, she comes off as a maniacal, sadistic sociopath
bent on maliciously dissecting every living being that's either presented to her, or left in her care. She
prefers live subjects, because she's an abject believer that only when their alive, that the real science of
medicine will present itself.

The one thing she agrees with anyone who bothers to ask, is her unwavering servitude to the empire.
She was created to be a walking target for the emperor and that she will… IF she evers serves on a front
line ship. Which she makes a point to never request. To that extend she almost never experiments on
people who show true loyalty to the empire and imperial army.
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Likes: The way her patients look or glare at her when she works. She claims it empowers and
emboldens her to new levels of depravity when she sees someone fight back with their eyes.
Dislikes: She loathes people who just go with her treatments. She knows something is wrong
when someone will not flinch when they see their exposed ribcage.
Goals: She seeks to further the nekovalkyrja race by herself. She sees the constant body type
innovations every year as a costly waste of recourses and time when simply taking one particular
body type and improve upon it as the most logical. To this end she will collect samples and perform
experiments on any worthy test subject she is given access too.

History

Family (or Creators)

Family (or Creators): No known family exists on any current record, all other nekovalkyrja who were born
in her generation group have either died, retired or are still in service somewhere.

Pre-RP

A former medical officer who served the empire faithfully since she was born in YE 22, at the time she
was a diehard patriot, though she was also a smart patriot. Unlike other Nekos who held the creed of
“Live and Die for the Empire,” Hakujou preferred the option of living over dying since that would make
little sense for a doctor to be an active combatant on a frontline ship. She however signed up for medical
duty on one of the many space stations that litter the empires space, so she could be close to the line,
thus proving her worth when retreating ships needed medical aid as well as repairs, and also keeping her
from the front line.

About a year later, she learned that a new nekovalkyrja body type was being built. Which caused her to
wonder why they needed a new type when the current body was still a serviceable model. Eventually she
got over it, though the new generation appeared to be even more fanatically suicidal then hers, many
losing lives in stupidly planned raids and swarming stunts, there by rendering her uses as a medical
officer less and less useful, do to fewer and fewer soldiers and ships coming back for repairs and medical
aid. Eventually she was reassigned from her posting on the station due to the lines being redrawn. She
stayed on, serving as an officer in loan to the medical corps. training camp on Yamatai.

Eventually she resigned her commission and removed herself from the imperial army. She opened a
private practice a few months latter and enjoyed a simple life as a normal doctor. Her loyalty to other
nekos was brought into question when she heard about the NH-27 model, An exclusive body type
associated with the Ketsurui Samurai, unlike the trend of most current bodies, the NH-27 was a throw
back to the heap of trouble called the NH-17. She found this to be highly contradictory since if PNUgen
wanted the NH-17, why didn't they just re-release the NH-17 body type instead of making a whole new
model that was just like it.

She eventually turned her sights into pondering the logistics behind making a new body type every year.
Not even letting newborn Nekos develop a sense of self and awareness before requiring them to change
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their body… The simple revelation was, they were expendable why let someone grow attached to
something when it is plainly obvious they are just meant to live and die by the word of someone else, the
notion both took Hakujou by surprise by it's simplicity and it's logic. This caused her to rethink her entire
outlook on life. She was a doctor, a drone doctor, meant to keep other drones active for the war effort,
thus making sure the war machines that birth them would have more troops along with the one's that are
made every day. The day she learned this truth changed her life…

If Nekovalkyrja were to escape this eternal loop, they would need a body that would be acceptable by all
as the perfect body, with no need for advancements, or alternations… She would make this body. But
first, she would need to experiment on the bodies that have been made…

RP History

She reinstated her commission and requested a posting where she would see a lot of active duty. She
needed to be around other nekos so she could do her research you see. However, only a scant few
months into her reinstatement, she was offered a special job. A certain group has heard of her skills, and
were interested in recruiting her.

She however became bored with S.A.I.N.T. shortly after she joined, the other members of her unit were
intriguing and she managed to gain a specimen to study, but on a whole she decided they wouldn't be
able to help her advance her mission and, with one simple letter she left the ship and vanished.

Eventually while perusing the military service information network, with the access she was granted by
S.A.I.N.T. that was never redacted, she discovered that the adopted daughter of the Taisho lacked
essential staff. For a brief second, her patriotic oath of service caused her to consider requesting to join
her crew. She was eventually swayed when she read the crew roster.

In YE 33, she fought in the Battle of Yamatai.

Skill Areas

Communication

Hakujou Hakushi is familiar with basic radio operation and procedures and can make transmissions to
and receive transmissions from other characters through headsets, starships, power armor, and shuttles
in both combat and non-combat conditions. She is fluent in English and Japanese. She can speak and
write both correctly and efficiently and can write reports, fill forms, issue orders under fire, etc. She also
can speak telepathically.

Hakujou, however also has a unique way to screen others from reading her mind unless she wants them
to. Her memory is filled, in fact crammed to over flowing with random information, some related to her
training, others to her personal skills, and even completely random tidbits and facts. The sheer amount of
white noise running through her head would generally cause anyone clandestinely reading her mind to
briefly be overwhelmed by the sheer information overload, and if they keep the link going would persist
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into headaches and even nosebleeds.

Biology

Hakujou Hakushi is a gifted scientist who's skilled in many fields, though, as she states, even geniuses
need a favored hobby, and for her it's genomic. She's skilled in the field to the point where she could be
called a Master Manipulator. She's mapped the genetic trees of several species, as well as extinct species
by means of fossil samplings. The other fields she's skilled in are Genetics (Masters), Anatomy and
Molecular Biology (Doctorate).

Fighting

Hakujou Hakushi is skilled in all basic combat fields required to be a standard member of the Imperial
army, she favors guns mainly due to their nature of handicap without extensive danger. As such she's a
skilled marksman who primarily practices in trick shooting. (Blast a kneecap from five hundred paces
blindfolded, for example.) But, if forced into a close quarters situation, she is not above getting her hands
dirty(er). She's skilled in Aikido and Judo and is a formidable joint lock specialist. She is also a masterful
knife fighter and generally carries two knives on her person at all times. (Both knives generally being
scalpels due to her trade.)

Medical and Science

Hakujou Hakushi is a savant when it comes to the medical fields. Though she considers herself a
dedicated doctor, she is primarily a scientist who prefers to tinker with people while trying to treat them.
As such she has more of a bloody practice then one would expect. Despite her obvious setback, Hakujou
is still considered one of the best field surgeons from her generation, her skills in emergency first aid,
field surgery, field medicine are first rate, and oddly among these skills, she is also a very skilled
pathologist.

Mathematics

Hakujou received basic mathematics training, to including up to algebra and trigonometry.

Technology Operation

Hakujou is capable of operating any computer system that uses the Kessaku OS, found on all Star Army
starships. She is proficient in entering and/or searching for information.
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Humanities

One must have the proper bedside decorum to instill the proper Doctor patient bond. Hakujou is known
for her shining personality, she's been said to be a real chatter box when she's given people to care after.
Always asking questions, giving opinions and observations on current affairs and politics, some wonder if
she's ever paying full attention to helping her clients while talking to them.

Inventory

Hakujou Hakushi has the following items:

Star Army Butt Pack, Type 29 containing:
Type 31A Survival Kit

Star Army Duffel Bag, containing:
Star Army Toiletry Kit
Star Army Environmental Suit, Type 28 (AMES)
2 Working Uniform. Includes boots and gloves.
1 Type 30 Duty Uniform (includes shoes)
1 Star Army Duty Uniform, Type 35
2 Star Army Exercise Uniform, Type 29 (can also used as sleepwear)
Star Army Undergarments

Star Army Utility Belt, Type 32, light-blue gray
Communicator, Type 29
Flashlight, Type 30
Nekovalkyrja Service Pistol, Type 30 with 2 BR-28E Battery Magazines (1 in the pistol and 1
extra)

Finances

Hakujou Hakushi is currently a Ittô Juni in the Star Army of Yamatai.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 KS Starting Funds

OOC Discussion

Hakujou is utterly insane, but also, disturbingly calm and polite. Her quirks are easily enough to write off
as a means for her to clam uniqueness amongst her sisters like all other Nekos.

She is personable, polite, efficient, patient, curious, and an encouragable flirt in a playful teasing manner
to anyone she defines as cute.

She only really lets her true colors shine when she is allowed to practice her trade, which is more
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scientific discovery then it is medicine.

She owns something that she considers her one and only true treasure. It is an old medical bag she
carries at her side at all times and will protect at all costs, inside said bag are ancient, low tech surgeons
tools. It contained, three razor sharp scalpels, half a dozen clamps, both forecepts and tricepts, a cranial
bore, a dozen six inch steel pins, three different size tweezers, a needle and thread, an endoscope, a
stethoscope(which she wears around her neck) and two bone saws.

Hakujou is also a Vegetarian. She takes great pride in mentioning that, as if it's her defining character
flaw.

Revolver says:
♥ ♥ ♥ I love you Hakuhakuchan~ ♥ ♥ ♥
Character Data
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